Safer, Faster and Economical. This self-contained tong allows operation with a minimal amount of movement, reducing the risk of accidents. Because of its strength and engineering, making and breaking connections occur in record time and become an everyday occurrence — saving you time and money. The tong is highly durable, but its grip exerts less stress on pipe, thus minimizing tool joint damage. It performs at a lower maintenance cost than its closest competitor. Simply put, Rogers Drillpipe Tong is mechanically superior to any product of its type on the market today and ideal for any situation.

The Rogers Drillpipe Tong is capable of exerting up to 200,000+ ft/lbs of torque and making and breaking connections for premium pipe in less than half the time of the leading competitors. It is also safer and faster on bottom hole assembly operations as well as on day-to-day conventional drilling connections.

Wouldn’t it be smarter to have a tong that can handle it all?

Meet Leroy.
He’s strong. He’s fast.
He’s the safest roughneck on planet earth.

FOUR MODELS:
- Model 7.25/65,000 ft/lbs
- Model 8.50/100,000 ft/lbs
- Model 10HT/150,000 ft/lbs
- Model 10XT/200,000+ ft/lbs

www.RogersOilTools.com
600 La Flamme Rd., Broussard, LA 70518
Tel 337-837-1883
info@RogersOilTools.com
sales@RogersOilTools.com

Call 337-837-1883 for more information. Be sure to ask about our custom drillpipe tong positioning devices, designed for easy mobility.
Accessories

ROT SAFETY POSITIONING DEVICES (AUTOMATED OR MECHANIZED)
Rogers offers three types of tong positioning systems designed for SAFETY and EASE of mobility. All systems offer a unique and stable, fixed-base “trackless” design.

HTP-3 “Derrick Mounted” Tong Positioning Device — Positioner arm for confined spaces, integral with derrick, eliminates cable. Hydraulically powered from a mobile or fixed-remote valve package.

HTP-4 “Free-Standing” Tong Positioning Device — Free-standing, pedestal mounted system with hydraulically powered box boom positioner. This unit can be operated from the tong, a remote valve package or electronically from an automated control panel, either mechanized or fully automated.

HTP-5 “Custom Fit” Tong Positioning Device - Extended reach three stage positioner. Hydraulically powered from a mobile or fixed-remote valve package.

MUD DIVERTER SYSTEM
- Directs mud flow when pulling a wet string of pipe down through the tong and eliminates mud spray across the rig floor.
- Three sizes to fit each of the three Rogers Drillpipe Tong models.
- Adjusts to fit pipe capability of each tong.

ADJUSTABLE PIPE CENTERING COVER
- Designed for use with the Rogers Drillpipe Tong — available in sizes to fit each model.
- Especially useful for smaller-sized drillpipe, relative to size of tong.
- Centers pipe in the throat of the tong for a quick grip on the connection.
- Easily installed or removed.

For more information call 337-837-1883